ABSTRACT The convenience of social media in communication and information dissemination has made it an ideal place for spreading rumor events, which raises a higher requirement for automatic debunking of rumor events. Meanwhile, the traditional rumor classification approaches relying on manual labeled features have to face a daunting number of manual efforts. In general, when facing a dubious claim, people can authenticate and verify the realness of an event with the contents of continuous posts, such as source credibility, public sentiments, propagation structures, and so on. In this paper, we pay more attention to the emotional expressions of posts host, especially the fine-grained sentiments, which are effective for rumor events detection. Thus, this paper presents a novel two-layer GRU model for rumor events detection based on a Sentiment Dictionary (SD) and a dynamic time series (DTS) algorithm, named as SD-DTS-GRU. The model learns continuous representations of microblog events in a better manner by making use of the SD to identify fine-grained human emotional expressions of each event and retaining the time distribution of social events by the DTS algorithm. The experimental results on Sina Weibo datasets show that our model achieves a high accuracy of 95.2% and demonstrate that our proposed SD-DTS-GRU model outperforms latest explorations on rumor events detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
The proliferation of rumor events on social networks increases the difficulty to identify unreliable information, which constructs potential threats to cybersecurity and social stability. Especially the spread of rumors regarding public emergency events, such as natural disasters, occasional accidents, public health, social security, economic crises, etc., will conduct extreme damages. On social networks, information is spread in the ''follow-followed'' mode. The highly interconnection and integration between pairs involve everyone in the process of information generation and dissemination in a convenient manner. Thus, people can get messages, whether true or false, from others in no time [1] . For example, on March 16th, 2011, a rumor event about ''Japan's nuclear
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radiation will pollute the seawater, causing the salt produced in the future to be inedible'' was disseminated to millions of persons in a short time [2] , which caused a panic purchase of salt in most Chinese cities and rural areas. This incident of a false rumor testifies the necessity of rumor identification in an automatic and efficient manner.
In daily lives, individuals often distinguish the rumor or non-rumor events based on their common sense or official news reports, such as Snopes, 1 Sina Community Management Center, 2 etc. However, the human investigation is laborintensive, so that reports of rumor events on these websites are incomprehensive and with a considerable delay. Therefore, the rumor events identification, in an automatic and instant manner, will benefit governance of social media.
Existing rumor events detection models implement traditional machine learning algorithms that heavily rely on hand-crafted features including shallow statistical features (such as content-based features [3] - [7] , account-based features [7] , [8] , propagation-based features [7] , [9] - [12] , etc.) and deep textual features (such as event sentiments [13] , event topics [14] , event keywords [15] , etc.). Moreover, the deep textual sentiment features are proven more effecive in distinguishing rumors than other features [13] . However, event sentiments have not been treated in much detail, only the sentiment orientation (positive or negative) of an event are taken into consideration. In fact, event sentiments are ultimately about the human emotional reaction to events. According to the Chinese Book of Rites (Liji), 3 humans have seven basic categories of sentiments: Happiness, Like, Anger, Sadness, Fear, Disgust, and Surprise. Thus, these fine-grained categories should be taken into consideration, which maybe will further improve the accuracy of rumor events detection.
On the other hand, investigators have recently examined the effects of deep neural networks on rumor events detection. In these studies, researchers constructed an RNN modeling the time series with a sequence length equal to the number of posts [16] , which was expensive as well as ineffective in computation. Hence, some improved this division method with batching posts into time intervals (time-equal-length [17] , [18] or posts-equal-length [19] ) and treated each interval as a single unit in a time series, which can be modeled using an RNN/GRU sequence. Nevertheless, such approaches have still failed to take advantage of the distribution information of social events over time, that is, the aggregation degree of the event time series data in the time dimension.
To alleviate above two problems, we firstly investigate the importance of event sentiments for rumor events detection in both qualitative and quantitative manners. Meanwhile, a Sentiment Dictionary (includes sentiment words and sentiment emoticons) is constructed, where each entry is with either of two sentiment orientations and one of the seven different sentiment categories. Secondly, to divide the event time series data in a better manner, we introduce the theory of domain division of the fuzzy time series model to treat event time spans as a domain and present a Dynamic Time Series (DTS) model based on fuzzy clustering algorithm. On these two bases, we propose a deep neural network model to detect rumor events automatically. The contributions of this study are as follows:
• Investigate the importance of events sentiments for rumor events detection from both quantitative and qualitative aspects, and automatically construct a Sentiment Dictionary (SD) to obtain sentiments of each event.
What's more, the automatic construction approach and the Sentiment Dictionary also can be directly used for other related research on social media. 3 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Rites
• Introduce a Dynamic Time Series (DTS) algorithm for rumor events division based on fuzzy clustering.
• Propose a two-layer GRU model based on Sentiment Dictionary (SD) and Dynamic Time Series (DTS) algorithm for rumor events detection from Microblogs, named SD-DTS-GRU in short.
• Evaluate the effectiveness of SD-DTS-GRU in rumor events detection by comparing with state-of-the-arts on real Chinese social media datasets: Sina Weibo. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews related works about rumor events detection. Afterward, from the angle of qualitative and quantitative, Section III investigates the importance of event sentiments for rumor events detection. Section IV introduces the architecture of our rumor events detection model (SD-DTS-GRU), and details the construction of SD and the DTS algorithm. Section V evaluates our methods with dedicated experiments and this paper ends with conclusions in Section VI.
II. RELATED WORK
Prior to rumor events detection, researchers have already studied the associated task of information credibility evaluation [20] , [21] . Recently, automated rumor events detection evolves into a popular research field on online social media, which also relies on assessing the credibility of information and their sources. In general, rumor events detection problem is regarded as a classification problem to train a machine learning algorithm with a set of rumor-like events labeled as Rumor (R) and regular events labeled as Non-Rumor (NR). The idea is to make an algorithm that can learn characteristics of rumor events from the training set so that it can filter out rumor events when encounters new ones. Nowadays, automatized rumor events detection approaches can be simply classified into two categories: Traditional Machine Learning based approaches (Traditional ML-based approaches) and Deep Neural Network based approaches (DNN-based approaches).
A. TRADITIONAL ML-BASED APPROACHES
The vast majority of traditional ML-based research primarily focuses on two aspects including the extraction of rumor features and the improvement of classification algorithms. Feature extraction is an important step in a classification task. Qazvinian et al. [22] used three sets of features including content-based features, network-based features, and Twitterspecific memes. Many of these features originate from Castillo et. al [20] , which pioneered in engineering features for credibility assessment on Twitter. In the study of [22] , different Bayesian classifiers were built on various subsets of these features and then a linear function of these classifiers was learned to identify false information in online social media. Yang et al. [3] extended above features with two more: client-based and location-based features. Based on the five types of features, an SVM-Classifier were trained to automatically detect rumors from a mixed set of true/false Chinese microblogs and the experimental results demonstrated the clear advantage of incorporating those two new features into rumor events detection (an increase in the average accuracy of 5%). However, the rumor events detection result of a combination of all features was not reported in this paper. Sicilia et al. [23] used not only features available in above literature, but also introduced newly designed features, including influence potential and network characteristics measures, to detect if a post from Twitter microblog is either a rumor or not. Moreover, the authors further explored the selection of different features using different classification methods for rumor events detection, which is beneficial to future studies in selecting an effective combination of classifiers and features in such tasks. What's more, Sicilia et al. extended their work in [24] and analyzed the robustness and generalization strength of the rumor events detection features on two different Twitter topics datasets. Results indicated the features hold a good discriminative power in detecting rumor for a specific topic dataset, reaching an overall accuracy of 96%. Unlike previous studies by using above features for rumor events detection directly, Chang et al. [25] firstly determined the ''extreme users'' based on these various features and heuristics, and then judged the truth-fulness of tweets according to the number of the extreme users involved. The extensive experiments reported accurate detection with precision and recall both above 80%. Beyond above-mentioned features, numerous other new features are discussed and explored to improve detection accuracy, such as verification features [4] , comments-based network features [26] , Novelty based features [27] , etc. And each result reveals that detection algorithms proposed in previous studies are improved substantially with the consideration of new features.
Furthermore, much of current research on rumor events detection pays particular attention to temporal patterns of the above features. Kwon et al. [6] , [9] introduced a timeseries fitting model based on the temporal properties of post volumes to capture how rumors spread over time. The authors showed a more accurate result with high precision and recall in the range of 87% to 92%, which was higher than other state-of-arts on baseline features [20] . Then Ma et al. [5] extended the model using time series to capture the variation of content-based features over time. Thus, their proposed system SVM DSTS all , with a linear model, clearly outperformed all non-linear baselines, which approximately improved detection accuracy by 3.3%-9.5% and 3.8%-9.3% on real datasets from both Twitter and Sina Weibo, respectively. In the study of Wu et al. [10] and Wang et al. [28] , they primarily focused on the propagation patterns of posts. A graph-kernel based hybrid SVM classifier and a novel graph-based pattern matching algorithm were proposed for detecting rumor events from microblogs and valid news. The idea of microblogs propagation was also investigated by Ma et al. [11] , the authors proposed a kernel-based method called Propagation Tree Kernel (PTK), which captured highorder patterns to differentiate rumors/non-rumors by evaluating the similarities of their propagation tree structures. Experiments conducted on two Twitter datasets reported that the PTK model outperformed state-of-the-arts with a large margin for both general and early rumor events detection tasks. In the study of Vosoughi [29] , the author also reported that the features in the temporal propagation category performed better than the linguistic and user-oriented features. In addition, a recent study of ourselves [12] similarly constructed the dynamic time series features over time by introducing the idea of domain division. The experimental results further testified the dynamic time series features were more useful for automatic rumor events detection on Chinese Microblogs.
Most above approaches, however, focus on the shallow statistical features without taking the deep semantic features of rumor events into consideration. Recently, numerous studies have attempted to extract new deep textual features. Chua and Banerjee [30] explored rumor events detection by six groups of linguistic predictors: comprehensibility, sentiment, time-orientation, quantitative details, writing style, and topic. Similarly, Ma et al. [31] compared performance of two text different representations (Bag of Words model and Neural Network Language Model) in rumor events detection by using six state-of-the-art classification algorithms (Naive Bayes, Logic, SMO, Multilayer Perceptron, KNN, Random Forest, Random Tree), and concluded that words of posts were more useful than semantic context vectors representation in a small dataset. In the study of Yang et al. [14] , the dynamics theory in physics was introduced to model the topic features spreading on Sina Weibo platform. The authors proposed a rumor events detection method based on burst topic detection, which got 13% percentage points improvement on accuracy and reduced the detection time to 20 hours compared with dominating manual methods. Moreover, to solve the semantic sparse of short posts, Wu and He [15] introduced a semantic layer between event posts and labels to construct a multi-label bi-term topic model for rumor events detection. Besides, Mao et al. [13] used ensemble classifiers to detect rumor events, which involved the previous shallow statistical features and the deep feature of sentiment orientations. The authors reported that the sentiment orientations of microblogs were the most effective, enhanced the detection accuracy and F1 of 3.9% and 4.5%, respectively. In a similar vein, Shou et al. [32] performed a similar series of experiments to show the event sentiment assisted to identify domain-specific rumors. Likewise, Zu et al. [33] also found that the features of emotional tendencies of microblog comments brought a considerable improvement (about 4% both on precision, recall, and F1) for rumor events detection.
All in all, traditional ML-based approaches have already made very big progress in the field of rumor events detection. Meanwhile, various studies also assess the efficacy of shallow or deep features, especially the deep features of event sentiments. We argue that, on one hand, feature engineering cannot avoid the waste of the manpower, the material resources, and others. On the other hand, the best-performing features of rumor events detection only consider the sentiment orientation (Positive or Negative) without any more fine-grained sentiment categories (such as Happiness, Like, Anger, Sadness, etc.) of an event.
B. DNN-BASED APPROACHES
In recent years, deep neural networks, a branch of machine learning, has become increasingly popular and achieved great performances on many NLP tasks. Studies have shown that DNN-based methods completely surpass most traditional methods.
In rumor events detection field, Ma et al. [17] firstly constructed a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) modeling the social context information of an event as N time-equal sequences, which could capture the variation of contextual information of relevant posts over time. From the experimental results, the superiority of their proposed RNN-based models than previous works (such as DTC [20] , [34] , SVM-RBF [3] , SVM-TS [5] , etc.) was clear, especially the gated units (LSTM and GRU). On the basis of Ma et al. [17] , Chen et al. [19] improved the input sequences of RNN by grouping posts into batches according to a fixed post amount and presented a deep attention model on the basis of RNN to learn selectively temporal hidden representations of sequential posts. The authors reported that their proposed CallAtRumors model achieved a higher accuracy for rumor events detection on both Twitter dataset and Sina Weibo dataset and outperformed the competitors even when textual feature is sparse at the beginning stage of a rumor. Yan et al. [35] modeled users' normal behaviors through their recent Weibo sets and viewed rumors as anomalies same as Chen et al. [36] . A multi-layer structured autoencoder based model was proposed to detect rumors on online social networks automatically in their paper. In addition, the authors varied the number of hidden layers and concluded that an autoencoder with 2 hidden layers performs best. Apart from the previous works, Chen et al. [18] proposed a combination of RNN and variant Auto Encoders (AE) to learn the normal behaviors of individual users for distinguishing rumors as anomalies from other credible microblogs. Besides, Liu et al. [37] presented a rumor events detection model based on Convolution Neural Network (CNN), vectorized the rumor events in microblogs and mined the deep features of texts through the learning and training of hidden layer of CNN, which also avoided the problem of feature construction. In a word, the rumor events detection methods based on deep neural networks adopt continuous vectors to represent the rumor event texts, which overcome the problem of feature sparseness and have big boosts in accuracy.
Based on the previous studies, we argue that RNN-based models are the more effective deep neural networks for rumor events detection. However, the existing methods do not consider the time distribution of social events when construct inputs of these deep neural networks. In general, the researchers [30] model each post as an input unit and construct an RNN modeling the time series with a sequence length equal to the number of event posts. However, there is a large difference in the number of microblog posts between different types of events. That is, it is not practical to deal with each post individually in the large number scale. Therefore, when an RNN-based model is uniformly constructed, more input units are required to cover all types of events with only one output unit. Backpropagation through many time steps with only a final-stage loss will be computationally expensive as well as ineffective. The above-mentioned studies present different methods to construct the RNN sequence by batching posts into time interval and treating them as a single unit in a time series. These methods can be divided into two parts: time-equal-length based time series division (TETS) [17] , [18] and posts-equal-length based time series division (PETS) [19] . The main idea of TETS is to divide the event series into an equal length of time, which can ensure the RNN model with an optimal input sequence. However, with the fixed time length it will result in an excessive number of microblog posts in part of the time series and a few numbers of posts in some others. Therefore, some researchers propose the method with fixed posts length, the main idea of PETS, which guarantees a reasonable number of time series divisions and ensure the reasonable number of posts in each time series. Although the above-mentioned two types methods have considered a reasonable number of time-series partitions and reduced the computational cost, they always do not consider the distribution characteristics of event posts themselves in the time dimension. Intuitively, the length of the sub-interval should be short in the areas of dense event posts, while the length of sparse data should be longer. In this case, the deep neural network models have the ability to capture the variation of contextual information and the evolution patterns of events. This is the basic inspiration for constructing dynamic-time-series based posts series as the inputs of deep neural networks in this paper.
On the basis of above analysis, the study of rumor events detection has a variety of ways including traditional ML-based and DNN-based approaches [38] . This paper conducts a deep neural network modeling according to a dynamic time series algorithm for event posts, and the inputs of network is enhanced by a sentiment dictionary (sentiment words and emoticons) that appears in each interval. Finally, the events are divided into Rumor (R) or Non-Rumor (NR).
III. ANALYSIS OF SENTIMENTS ON SOCIAL EVENTS
In online social media, intergroup emotions have been colliding and blending from production to dissemination, which is a dynamic and complex mental process of mutual coupling and feedback between individual and group. Eventually, event sentiments calculated by intergroup emotions will affect the development of social events [39] . Previous studies have explored the relationships between rumor events detection and event sentiments and the features of event sentiments have been introduced as one of the most important dimensions into rumor classification models [13] , [30] , [32] , [33] . However, they simply focused on the sentiment orientation (Positive or Negative) of an event.
To our knowledge, the fine-grained sentiment categories VOLUME 7, 2019 (Sadness, Happiness, Surprise, etc.) have not been taken into consideration, as well as their impacts on rumor events detection. Thus, this section will firstly illustrate the importance of fine-grained sentiment categories of an event for rumor events detection from the aspects of quantitative and qualitative.
To evaluate this, we use a public dataset of Chinese rumor events collected from Sina Weibo [17] . In addition, the Affective Lexicon Ontology (ALO) [40] with seven categories of sentiment words, including Happiness, Like, Anger, Sadness, Fear, Disgust, and Surprise, is adopted to analyze the fine-grained sentiments of an event. Moreover, the ''None'' category represents the event without any sentiment words. All the experimental results in this section are based on the above two corpuses.
A. A QUANTITATIVE VIEW
On the basis of ALO, the paper firstly analyzes the distribution of sentiment categories of rumor events and non-rumor events in the dataset. Moreover, to ensure more generalizable results, sentiment categories are analyzed when the number of rumor/non-rumor events exceeds 10. As shown in Fig. 1 , the sentiment categories of non-rumor events tend to be Happiness (81.32%), Sadness (62.86%) and Like (60.44%) and the categories of rumor events tend to be Fear (82.46%) and Disgust (72.93%). The result agrees with the reference [41] . Besides, sentiment words of Sadness and Happiness/Like category correspond to negative and positive, respectively. It validates that sentiment categories are more accurate than sentiment orientations. To further test whether sentiment categories are significant indicators of the truthfulness of an event, Pearson's chisquared test (χ 2 ) is implemented to test the independence between sentiment categories and truthfulness. We make the null and alternative hypotheses about the independence between sentiment categories and event truthfulness in Table 1 .
The formulas and notation used for the test are summarized in Table 2 . The null hypothesis (H 0 ) is that the sentiment categories are statistically independent of the truthfulness of an event. The observed frequency, O i,j , is the frequency of an event taking the i-th value of the sentiment categories and the j-th value of truthfulness. E i,j is the expected frequency of this combination assuming they are independent.
For the test of independence, a chi-squared probability of less than or equal to 0.05 is commonly interpreted as the ground for rejecting the null hypothesis [42] . For our case, the χ 2 value is calculated by the inverse function with α = 0.05 and df = (8 − 1) * (2 − 1) = 7, which results in 14.067. Besides, the expected frequency of each cell is calculated in Table 3 . The test statistic (chi-square value) is greater than the threshold (χ 2 = 577.236) > (χ 2 α=0.05,d=7 = 14.067). Therefore, we can reject the null hypothesis H 0 : The sentiment categories are independent of the truthfulness of an event. This clearly demonstrates that sentiment categories have a nontrivial relationship with rumor/non-rumor events and can be employed as a feature in the rumor classification task. 
B. A QUALITATIVE VIEW
Qualitative Research [43] is a type of scientific method, which is especially effective in obtaining culturally specific information about the values, opinions, behaviors, and social contexts of particular populations. In addition, the research techniques of qualitative research include inductive analysis, deductive analysis, comparative analysis, structural analysis and so on. This paper analyzes and verifies the evolution of sentiment categories in the development of rumor and non-rumor events with induction, deduction and examples. Table 4 depicts the id and the content of sampling rumor and non-rumor events, which are selected with the same manner as literature [6] . Fig. 2 shows the changes in sentiment categories of rumor and non-rumor events on the time span. In Fig. 2 , for non-rumor events, the sentiment categories are produced in the early stage and decayed over time, and the main categories are Happiness, Sadness and Like. For example, ''NR3: 3 Chinese citizens killed in Mali hotel siege, 4 rescued'', at the beginning of this non-rumor event, most individuals express condolences to the victims and indignations to the terrorist attacks. Then, as time elapsed, most people gradually accepted the truth and tended to become more stable in emotion. And the other non-rumor events have similar situation alterations. Conversely, for a rumor event example, ''R2: Shenzhen Chengguan banned an old lady's stall and crushed her to death'', apart from the early stage, the sentiment categories of the event also appear multiple fluctuations in the whole process. Two major categories of sentiments, including Surprise and Sadness, drive the event forward and decay in the last. That is to say, in the development of rumor events, the sentiment categories have multiple wide fluctuations according to the understanding of the reality of certain social stage.
In conclusion, there are multiple periodic peaks of sentiment categories changes in rumor events over time. While the change is single in non-rumor event, usually only one peak. Moreover, it is also in accordance with the process of human's judgment and cognition for the factualness of an event [44] .
IV. RUMOR EVENTS DETECTION MODEL
This section presents the details of our rumor events detection model for classifying microblog events into rumor or nonrumor, including the overall structure of our proposed model, VOLUME 7, 2019 construction of the sentiment dictionary and variable-length Microblog post series.
A. PROBLEM STATEMENT
At present, rumor events detection can be divided into single-text-based detection and multi-texts-based detection. In online social media, individual social posts contain very limited content because of their nature of shortness in content. On the other hand, a news event is generally associated with a number of posts that are relevant to the event. These relevant posts regarding the news event can be easily retrieved to describe the central content more faithfully. Hence, this paper focuses on rumor events detection at an aggregated level instead of identifying every single post. That is to say, we concentrate in detecting rumors on event-level wherein sequential posts related to the same topics are batched together to constitute an event, and our model determines whether the event is a rumor or not.
Let E = E i denotes a set of given events, where each event
j=1 consists of all relevant posts p i,j at timestamp t i,j , and the task is to determine whether each of these events, E i , is a rumor or a non-rumor by assigning a label from Y = {R, NR}.
B. MODEL STRUCTURE
Rumor events in online social media are typical time series data. While RNN models are popular neural networks used for processing sequential data and have achieved good performance in many NLP tasks. Among them, the gated-unit RNN (GRU) achieves better results in rumor events detection [17] . Based on the results of [17] , a two-layer GRU model is introduced in this paper. In addition, to achieve better results, a Sentiment Dictionary (SD) is constructed to probe the sentiment categories alterations of each event and a Dynamic Time Series (DTS) algorithm is designed to naturally fit the time intervals for each event's posts. The following sections will detail each of these methods. The architecture of our proposed model is shown in Fig. 3 . The first layer is the original posts of each microblog event, which are divided into N intervals by a DTS algorithm in the next layer. The third layer, an input layer of our GRU model, is consist of the top-k words in the vocabulary (x w ), sentiment words (w sw ) and sentiment emoticons in SD (x se ) (See Equation 1). To reduce the complexity, we also learn an embedding matrix E weibo and add an embedding layer between the input and hidden layers (the fifth and sixth layer in Fig. 3 ). The embedding layer is given as Equation 2. And the two hidden layers are calculated by Equations 3 and Equations 4 respectively. Finally, the output from the model determines whether the event is a rumor or not.
where E weibo is the word embedding weight matrix of Sina Weibo, (U (1) , W (1) ) is the weight connections of the first hidden layer inside the GRU units, and (U (2) , W (2) ) is for the second hidden layer.
C. CONSTRUCTION OF THE SENTIMENT DICTIONARY
Chinese microblog text contains richer internet slangs than traditional news or online reviews, such as '' '' (keng-die/cheat someone), ''2333'' (laughter), ''BS'' (bi-shi/ to despise) etc. Furthermore, more people enjoy expressing their attitudes by elaborate emoticons in microblog. Most of these two entries are the leading carriers of human sentiments, which are essential for identifying rumor events. In this section, we will explore the construction of Sentiment Dictionary (SD) about Chinese microblog. It mainly includes pre-processes of microblog text, construction of Sentiment Word Dictionary (SWD) and construction of Sentiment Emoticon Dictionary (SED).
1) PRE-PROCESSING OF MICROBLOG TEXTS
Microblog texts have numerous characteristics that ordinary texts do not take. The most obvious is that microblog texts often contain some pictures, Web links, mention someone's symbol ''@'', topic symbols ''##'' or '' '' and more. Although such information brings many colorful expressions to microblog texts, it also makes some researches tougher. Hence, it is essential to preprocess microblog texts to facilitate the researches. Different previous studies have different pretreatment for microblogs. This paper is in view of sentiment dictionary construction for Chinese microblog texts, so the pretreatments include the aspects as follows.
(1) Filtering multimedia. Because the number of microblogs is limited to 140, people sometimes supplement the microblog texts with some additional information like the Web link ''https'', gif, video, image, emoticon and other forms. The information may have a certain impact on microblogs, but it is always complicated and confused, and it is also useless for the construction of the sentiment dictionary. Thus, they will be filtered in this paper. (2) Filtering ''@ + username''. The symbol ''@ + username'' is used to get someone's attention in Microblogs. While, for construction of the sentiment dictionary it does not perform a real function, so we will filter them too. (3) Filtering ''# + topic + #'' or '' + topic + ''. This part information indicates the topic of each current post. However, the microblog texts of an event are collected and sorted according to the same topic, so they should be ignored and filtered out immediately. (4) Converting traditional Chinese to simplified and English to lowercase. Due to the mixture of traditional and simplified Chinese or English in lowercase and uppercase, these characters will be automatically converted into simplified Chinese and English in lowercase, respectively. The particularity of microblog texts effects the requirement of special pre-processes in sentiment dictionary construction. Reasonable pre-processes will improve the quality of microblog texts processing, thereby further accelerating the processing of subsequent word segmentation and stop-word removal.
2) CONSTRUCTION OF THE SENTIMENT WORD DICTIONARY
Sentiment Word Dictionary (SWD) includes two parts: Basic Sentiment Word Dictionary (BSWD) and Extension Sentiment Word Dictionary (ESWD). Among them, BSWD is the above-mentioned ALO, constructed by Dalian University of Technology. Each entry in the dictionary is with one of the seven sentiment categories and one of the twenty-one sentiment sub-categories. The sentiment categories and subcategories are listed in Table 5 . Moreover, all entries are also labeled with an integer to indicate their sentiment orientations, including negative, positive or neutral. In addition, only sentiment categories and sentiment orientations are used in this paper. As can be seen from the examples of each category in Table 5 , BSWD is consist of sentiment words in written form, which can identify a sentiment word in the formal expression in microblog texts. But a sentiment word can be expressed in different styles, especially in the colloquial microblog texts. This leads to lower recall performance for the construction of sentiment dictionary. So, the ESWD is constructed to complete the sentiment word dictionary to improve recall performance. This section mainly details the construction of ESWD.
Given a sentiment category, its sentiment words usually have similar semantics. This motivates us to use word embedding technology in deep learning to discover the synonyms of seed sentiment words for building an extension sentiment word dictionary. The specific methods to achieve the following,
a: SENTIMENT WORDS EXTENSION WITH SIMILAR SEMANTICS
Prior to sentiment words extension, the first important task is how to represent a word in semantics. Word2vec, 4 a wellknown word embedding tool, is trained on Chinese microblog texts to represented each word as a vector with a specified number of dimensions, such as 100 or 200 etc. The relatedness of the two words can be obtained by calculating the similarity between the two corresponding vectors. Thus, the initial ESWD is consist of the words from Chinese microblog texts, whose similarity with one of the words in BSWD is greater than a threshold.
b: IRRELEVANT WORDS REMOVAL
In theory, the words in initial ESWD have high similarity in sentiment semantics with a seed sentiment word in BSWD. However, we observe from experiments that most of the words in initial ESWD have similar sentiment semantics, but there are still some irrelevant words and even antonyms of the word. For example, given a seed word ''Joyful ( )'' in Chinese, word2vec discovers some similar words (See Fig. 4) , such as ''Happy ( )'', ''Cheerful ( )'', ''Delightful ( )'', ''Melancholy ( )'', etc. The value on each edge in Fig. 4 indicates the similarity between the two words. The larger the value, the higher the similarity. It is obvious that ''Melancholy ( )'' is similar with ''Joyful ( )'' in semantics but opposite in sentiment, which should be deleted. The main reason for this is that word2vec is based on the hypothesis that the words in similar contexts have similar meanings. In the training corpus the word ''Melancholy ( )'' have similar contexts to the seed word ''Joyful ( )''. To remove the irrelevant words from the initial ESWD, we present a majority voting algorithm based on triangle relations. The fundamental idea of this algorithm is that if two words are similar to the seed word in sentiment, they are also similar to each other. That is to say, in high-dimensional word vector space, three points representing similar sentiment form a triangle, where the weight of each edge is greater than a threshold. Moreover, there are multiple candidate words with similar sentiments for each seed word and they will form multiple triangles. For a candidate word, if the weight of the edge between it and half of other candidates is not greater than the threshold (The threshold θ is set to 0.5 in this paper, discussed in the subsequent experiments), this irrelevant candidate word will be removed according to the triangle relations. In Fig. 4 , the seed sentiment word ''Joy ( )'' (A) has four similar words, represented by B, C, D and E. Each edge of triangles, ABC, ABD and ADC, is greater than the threshold, but the edges BE of ABE, CE of ACE and DE of ADE are less than the threshold, which means that the sentiment semantic of E is different from other words. The distance between ''Joy ( )'' and ''Melancholy ( )'' is short only because the two words appear in similar contexts in microblog texts. Thus ''Melancholy ( )'' is considered as an irrelevant word and removed from the ESWD.
c: SENTIMENT ORIENTATIONS AND CATEGORIES IDENTIFICATION
To further complete the ESWD for event sentiment analysis, this section will calculate the sentiment orientations and categories for each extended word. Since a word in ESWD is extended by words in BSWD according to the word2vec model, this in turn means that each extended word ESW i can be represented by a set of words in BSWD. That is, ESW i = {< BSW i1 , S i1 >, < BSW i2 , S i2 >, . . . , < BSW in , S in >}, where BSW ij is the j-th basic sentiment word similar to ESW i , and S ij is the similarity between ESW i and BSW ij . Thus, the sentiment orientation of each extended word ESW i in this paper is calculated by the equation below.
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And the sentiment category is calculated by Equation 6 . 
3) CONSTRUCTION OF THE SENTIMENT EMOTICON DICTIONARY
Scott Elliott Fahlman is credited with originating the first smiley emoticon [45] . He proposed the use of :-) and :-( to help people to distinguish serious posts from jokes on a message board at Carnegie Mellon. An emoticon is a textual portrayal of writers' mood or facial expression, which can present their sentiments to others in a direct manner. Similarly, in online social media, emoticons are also the most direct and convenient form for individual sentiments expression. Therefore, this paper will construct a Sentiment Emoticon Dictionary (SED) to capture the changes of event sentiments over time. The construction includes the following steps.
a: EMOTICONS COLLECTION
Regular expressions are used to extract emoticons from Chinese microblog texts. Then the emoticons that used with high frequency are selected to build the emoticon dictionary in this paper. There are 200 emoticons, and around 97.% of the total usage.
b: SENTIMENT ORIENTATION AND CATEGORY IDENTIFICATION
In microblog texts, part of emoticons is with bright sentiment information, for example, is obviously positive and belongs to ''Happiness'' category. Others have no definitive sentiments, such as , , etc. And still others' sentiments will vary according to persons' use case, for example, the emoticon sometimes means ''Good Bye'', but in some case, it also expresses ''Don't want to see you again'', that is negative and belongs to ''Disgust'' category. That is, the sentiment information of emoticons is complicated and changeable. Thus, it is necessary to design a dynamic approach to identify sentiment orientation and category automatically.
From the microblog texts, we observe that microblog users prefer to strengthen the expression of their sentiments with some emoticons. For example, ''AH, AH. . . I AM SO SAD ''. In this post, ''SAD'' is a negative sentiment word, belongs to ''Sadness'' category. And the emoticon is used to strengthen the user's mood, which is also negative and belongs to ''Sadness'' category. That is, sentiment words and emoticons with the same sentiment orientation and category tend to appear simultaneously. Thus, the cooccurrence relationships between emoticons and sentiment words are employed in this paper to identify the emoticons' sentiment orientations and categories.
Sentiment Orientation: For each sentiment emoticon SE i , the co-occurrent sentiment words are represented as {SW i1 , SW i2 , . . . , SW im }. Therefore, the sentiment orientation of emoticon is calculated as follows.
O(SE
where SW ij is the j-th co-occurrent sentiment word with SE i , and O(SW ij ) is the sentiment orientation of SW ij (1 is positive,
−1 is negative).
Sentiment Category: This paper introduces the Emoticon Sentiment Category Tendency (ESCT) to evaluate the tendency of each emoticon for different sentiment categories, which is affected by two factors, including Emoticon Sentiment Saliency (ESS) and Emoticon Sentiment Relevance (ESR).
ESS represents the intensity of an emoticon expressing different sentiment categories. If an emoticon is always used to express a specific sentiment category, that is to say, this emoticon has a more significant tendency for such sentiment category. Thus, ESS is given as Equation 8 .
where ESS ij indicates the i-th emoticon tends to the j-th sentiment category. CSW j is the j-th sentiment category. CoCount(SE i , CSW j ) is the co-occurrent frequency of the i-th emoticon and the j-th sentiment category, which is calculated by the co-occurrence of SE i and sentiment words. Moreover, CoCount(SE, CSW j ) is the co-occurrent frequency of all emoticons and the j-th sentiment category. Besides, ESR represents the ability of an emoticon to distinguish different sentiment categories. It means that if an emoticon is co-occurring with sentiment words in most sentiment categories, the emoticon has a lower sentiment category relevance. ESR is given as Equation 9 in this paper.
where ESR i is the relevance between the i-th emoticon and sentiment category. (10) At last, according to Equation 10 , each emoticon in this paper will have seven different trend values for seven different sentiment categories. Then the sentiment category with maximum trend value are selected as each emoticons' sentiment category.
D. CONSTRUCTING VARIABLE-LENGTH MICROBLOG POST SERIES
For each event E i , a set of relevant microblog post series (repost/reply messages) are collected to be the input of our model to learn latent representations. In order to divide the event posts series in a better manner, we introduce the theory of domain division of the fuzzy time series model and present a Dynamic Time Series (DTS) algorithm based on fuzzy clustering algorithm with the consideration of an event time span as a domain. The fuzzy clustering algorithm adopted in this paper is the Fuzzy C-Means (FCM) algorithm, proposed by Bezdek [46] in 1981, which is the most widely used fuzzy clustering algorithm. The FCM algorithm attempts to partition M elements into a collection of N fuzzy clusters with respect to some given criterion. In this paper, M represents the number of posts of each event, and N is the number of inputs of the deep neural network model. The objective function and constraints are as follows.
where β ≥ 1 is the hyper-parameter that controls how fuzzy the cluster will be. The higher it is, the fuzzier the cluster will be in the end. d(x i , v n ) is the distance between the i-th post and the n-th center of cluster. u in is the degree to which post, x i , belongs to cluster v n . To find the extremum of the objective function with constraints, the Lagrange factor is introduced to reconstruct a new objective function.
After several derivation operations, the formulas for the degree of membership and cluster center are as follows.
Besides, in the absence of experimentation or domain knowledge, β is commonly set to 2. The condition for stopping the FCM algorithm is that the number of iterations reaches up to 100, or the coefficients' change between two iterations is no more than 1 * 10 −5 .
According to the degree of membership, a fuzzy segmentation of the time series can be obtained without the exact time division point. In this paper, we choose the middle point of two adjacent cluster centers as the critical point of the time span based on the cluster centers calculated by the FCM algorithm. After that, the time intervals U 1 , U 2 , . . . , U N are obtained, where N is the number of cluster centers. Therefore, the FCM-based dynamic time series algorithm for event posts is described as follows. For each event
j=1 , the clustering number of FCM is N , that is, the event posts time series will be divided into N intervals with unequal length. To make sure the equal input units for deep neural networks, we use FCM algorithm to divide the time series into unequal lengths for the events with the number of posts not less than N . For the other events with posts less than N , we divide the event time series by the number of fixed posts and fill in the empty string up to achieve the same number of intervals. The pseudo-code of DTS, based on FCM algorithm, is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 DTS
Input:
. N is the number of cluster centers. U is the time span of event E i . Output: S i = {P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P N } is the event posts time intervals.
n ← 1; /* Calculate the intervals */ while n ≤ N do x ← x n ; y ← y n ; P n ← (p i,x , . . . , p i,y ) ; n + + ; end else if n i < N then n = 1; /* Calculate the intervals */ while n ≤ n i do P n = (p in ) ; n + + ; end while n < N do P n = (Null); /* Fill in Empty String */ n + + ; end return S i ;
V. EXPERIMENTS
This section states the experimental datasets and results. The primary purpose is to validate the effectivity of our proposed algorithm in detecting rumor events. More specifically, Section V-A gives a detailed description of our experimental datasets. The different sentiment dictionary construction approaches are discussed in Section V-B. Besides, we evaluate the effectiveness of the DTS algorithm and the different types of sentiment information for rumor events detection in Section V-C and V-D, respectively. In the end, the experimental results carried out by SD-DTS-GRU approach and the baseline rumor events detection models are reported (See Section V-E).
A. DATASETS
In our experiments, two datasets are adopted for evaluations.
Dataset 1: A large amount of original Chinese microblogs dataset. The original Chinese microblogs are collected from Sina Weibo. The number of well-structured Chinese microblogs is about 8.11 million, which is accessible in our google drive. 5 This microblog dataset is used to,
• Train a word2vec model for Chinese microblogs.
• Collect the commonly used emoticons.
• Analyze the co-occurrence of emoticons and sentiment words.
Dataset 2:
A public rumor events dataset. The dataset published by [17] is crawled from the ''Sina Community Management Center'', 6 which is a crowdsourcing-based rumor events detection platform. In this platform, all users of Sina Weibo can report the suspicious information to them. After the community administrator reviews, the audit results will be published. Unlike previous studies on Twitter where the labeling of rumors is done manually by the participants of the experiments, the official nature of this service ensures the high quality of the dataset. In addtion, for each given event in the community, the Weibo API can capture the original messages and all their repost/reply messages.
The public rumor events dataset contains 2,313 rumor events and 2,351 non-rumor events, in which the posts related to the same events are aggregated, and each event is labeled to 1 for rumor and 0 for non-rumor. All rumor events detection models are performed on this dataset. Table 6 gives statistical details of the Sina Weibo dataset.
B. EVALUATIONS OF SENTIMENT DICTIONARY CONSTRUCTION APPROACHES
This section testifies the effect of different sentiment dictionary construction approaches, including the Extended Sentiment Word Dictionary (ESWD) construction approach and the Sentiment Emoticon Dictionary (SED) construction approach. 
1) EVALUATIONS OF ESWD CONSTRUCTION APPROACH
The first dataset is adopted to train a word2vec model. Based on the relatedness of the words calculated by word2vec, we apply the proposed word-extension method to obtain the similar words of the seed sentiment words. The parameters and their values from the training based on word2vec are shown in Table 7 . To obtain the threshold θ, we conduct an experiment as follows: (1) Number the sentiment words of each sentiment category in the BSWD; (2) For each sentiment category, ten seed words from BSWD are manually selected in a random manner, which conducts 70 words in total for seven sentiment categories; (3) Our word-extension method and word2vec method are both employed to obtain extended sentiment words of the seeds from the first dataset; (4) Repeat step-2 and step-3 10 times to ensure the reliability of the results. The full experimental results of 10 experiments are shown in APPENDIX A, and the average result and their trend lines is shown in Fig. 5 . It shows that the count of the discovered extended sentiment words falls dramatically with an increase in similarity. In addition, words with similarity equal to or greater than 0.5 have relatively similar meanings in semantics and sentiment, although there are different extension counts for different sentiment categories. Thus, 0.5 is chosen as the threshold value for word similarity.
Through refining the result of word2vec, we implemented the proposed majority voting algorithm and compared its performance with the other approach, the original word2vec tool. Table 8 shows the extended sentiment words of the two seed basic sentiment words, ''Rejoice ( )'' and ''Despise ( )'', discovered by the two approaches. The table notes that the real extended sentiment words are found manually, denoted by the bold font. From the experimental results, we can observe that the original word2vec tool discovers a TABLE 8. Illustration of performance comparisons for two word-extension approaches. VOLUME 7, 2019 lot of related words of the seed sentiment words, but there are also some noise words. For example, the seed word ''Despise ( )'' is totally different from ''Pity ( )'', an antonym. As we stated, our approach can obtain more accurate extensions than word2vec due to the proposed noise filtering method using the triangle-relations-based majority voting algorithm. As a result, given 70 seed basic sentiment words in 7 sentiment categories, the original word2vec tool obtained 11,076 candidate extensions with an accuracy of 59.82%. Our approach, in contrast, yielded 4,226 extensions with an accuracy of 76.88%. What's more, our approach also can be easily adapted to other domains, so long as it is trained using text data in the corresponding domains.
In addition, to testify the identification methods of sentiment orientations and sentiment categories for Extended Sentiment Word Dictionary (ESWD), this paper introduces the sentiment concordance between extended sentiment words and basic sentiment words. We observe that parts of extended sentiment words will appear in the original Basic Sentiment Word Dictionary (BSWD) and the above identification methods are also employed in these overlapping words. That is the accuracy of the proposed method can be evaluated by comparing the consistency of our methods and human annotation. As result, given 70 seed basic sentiment words in 7 sentiment categories, we obtained 4,226 extensions, of which 690 words are in the BSWD. That is to say, the accuracy of sentiment orientations identification of ESWD is 95.07% and the accuracy of sentiment category classification of ESWD is 86.23%. Besides, some examples of ESWD are shown in Table 9 and the complete ESWD dataset is accessible in our google drive. 7   TABLE 9 . Illustration of performance comparisons for two word-extension approaches.
2) EVALUATIONS OF SED CONSTRUCTION APPROACH
To provide a deep investigation of our sentiment orientations and sentiment categories identification methods for emoticons, two annotators are asked to annotate each emoticon following two steps. First, determine if a given emoticon is positive or negative, and assign 1 to positive ones and −1 to negative ones. Then, label each emoticon with one of the seven sentiment categories. Two annotators independently annotate each emoticon and discuss to reach an agreement. The inter-annotator agreement is 95% for sentiment orientations and 70% for categories. We can observe that there is a large bias in the perception of sentiment information between different individuals, particularly for sentiment category. It also indicates that the necessity to design a dynamic approach to identify the complicated and changeable sentiment information of emoticons. In this paper, we combine the two annotations to obtain the standard manual annotation, which is accessible in our google drive. 8 Besides, the accuracy of our identification methods mentioned-above in Section IV-C.3 is 94.5% for sentiment orientations and 79.5% for sentiment categories, which have reached, even exceeded, the manual annotation. What's more, our approach can automatically update the sentiment information of emoticons on a regular basis, which not only reduces the work of human beings in annotations, but also can capture the sentiment changes dynamically during the usage of emoticons.
C. EVALUATIONS OF THE DTS ALGORITHM
As mentioned above, the time series division methods for rumor events detection can be divided into two parts: timeequal-length based time series division (TETS) [17] , [18] and posts-equal-length based time series division (PETS) [19] . For a fair comparison between the four time-series division methods, we conduct each experiment under the same deep neural networks, a two-layer GRU model, which outperforms other neural networks in rumor events detection, such as tanh-RNN, LSTM, etc. [17] . Table 10 shows the experimental results achieved by these four algorithms on accuracy (Acc.), precision (P), recall (R) and F-Measure (F). As shown in Table 10 , the results of TETS [17] , [18] is lower than PETS [19] (about 1.1% to 4.3% in Acc. and 0.9% to 4.8% in F). From the Table 6 we can see that the maximum posts per event is 59,318 and the posts are not evenly distributed in time dimension. Therefore, the fixed time length will cause the excessive number of microblog posts in part of the time series and a few numbers of posts in some others. On the contrary, the posts-fixed based method guarantees the reasonable number of posts in each time series and achieves higher performance than the time-fixed based method. However, these two types of methods are weak and ineffective in accuracy (about 2.2% to 6.5%) and F1 (about 1.7% to 6.5%) compared with our DTS method. There is because our DTS method considers the distribution characteristics of event posts, which are useful in rumor events detection. Furthermore, our DTS based GRU model converge faster with lower loss than the other two type of times-series based methods from the Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 . Thus, DTS-GRU is selected as our basic model in this study. 
D. EFFECTS OF SENTIMENT INFORMATION FOR RUMOR EVENTS DETECTION
This section testifies the enhancement of sentiment information and compare the effects of different types of sentiment information for rumor events detection. There are seven experiments designed to study the above goals, including,
• DTS-GRU: A two-layer GRU model based on DTS, and the input of the model's every unit is the word embedding of each interval. Moreover, the following experiments have the same network structure, but different in inputs.
• DTS-GRU + SWD_SC: According to the SWD, sentiment words from each interval are grouped by their Sentiment Categories (SC). Then embedding each group into the word embedding as the input of each unit.
• DTS-GRU + SED_SC: According to the SED, emoticons from each interval are grouped by Sentiment Categories and fed into the input layer as additional features.
• DTS-GRU + SWD_SC + SED_SC: This is an integration of sentiment words and emoticons, which are both grouped by Sentiment Categories and fed into the input layer.
• DTS-GRU + SWD_SO: Sentiment words from each interval are grouped by their Sentiment Orientations (SO) and fed into the input layer.
• DTS-GRU + SED_SO: Each interval's emoticons are grouped by Sentiment Orientations and fed into the input layer as additional features.
• DTS-GRU + SWD_SO + SED_SO: The input layer integrates the sentiment words and emoticons, which are grouped by Sentiment Orientations. Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 show the performance of all experiments on Sina Weibo dataset from Rumor Class aspect and NonRumor Class aspect, respectively. Take the performance on Rumor class as examples (See Fig. 8 ), we observe that the accuracy of sentiments enhanced approaches is generally higher than the DTS-GRU model without sentiment information, about 0.4%-4.4%. It further proves the effectiveness of sentiments for rumor events detection. For the methods embedding sentiment orientations, the sentiment orientations of SWD (DTS-GRU + SWD_SO) is more effective than the SED's (DTS-GRU + SED_SO) (Acc. 1.5% vs. 0.4%). Part of this is due to the number of sentiment words is more than emoticons, the information of sentiment words is richer. On the other hand, emoticons are more focused on the expression of individuals' emotions, such as Happiness, Anger, Sadness, etc. The sentiment orientations (positive or negative) cannot adequately describe the connotation of emoticons. On the contrary, the promotion of emoticons is higher than sentiment words' in the methods of embedding sentiment categories. Among them, sentiment-words embedded method (DTS-GRU + SWD_SC) improves detection precision by 5.5% but reduces recall by 1.9%, while only 2.1% increase is in the overall detection accuracy. However, the sentiment categories of ESW (DTS-GRU + SED_SC) greatly enhance the precision (7.4%), recall (2.0%), and F-measure (4.7%). At the same time, the rumor-events-detection accuracy is raised to 94.8%. Through studying the input layer of each model, we found that the inputs of DTS-GRU already contains parts of sentiment words from SWD, but without any emoticons. Besides, the subdivision of sentiments further explores the sentiment information of emoticons. That is why the sentiment categories of emoticons improve rumor events detection accuracy than sentiment words. Of course, the integration of emoticons and sentiment words also gives a greater performance increase for rumor events detection. What's more, the method embedding sentiment categories of emoticons and sentiment words (DTS-GRU + SWD_SC + SED_SC) achieves top accuracy about 95.2%, which is selected as our rumor events detection method in this paper, named as SE-DTS-GRU.
In general, no matter for the performance on Rumor class aspect (See Fig. 8 ) or Non-Rumor aspect (See Fig. 9 ), the more fine-grained event sentiment categories can further improve the accuracy of rumor events detection.
E. EVALUATIONS OF RUMOR EVENTS DETECTION MODELS
To verify the effectiveness and superiority of our approach, SD-DTS-GRU algorithm is evaluated with other eight rumor events detection algorithms, including the traditional ML-based methods of DT-Rank DT-Rank [16] : It is a decision-tree-based ranking model by enquiry phrases and statistical features, which can recognize treading rumors. We implement their enquiry phrases and features to make it comparable to our model.
SVM-TS [5]:
Ma et al. proposed a time-series structures based SVM classifier to capture the variation of social context features. These features based on content, users and propagation are also used in this paper to compare with our SD-DTS-GRU method.
LK-RBF [7] : In this study, the author proposed two methods based on hashtags and web links into a conversation, which is helpful to address the problem of implicit data. GRU-2 [17] : RNN is firstly introduced for learning the hidden representations for rumor events detection. The authors realized three types of RNN-based algorithms, including tanh-RNN, LSTM-1/LSTM-2 and GRU-1/GRU-2. GRU-2 achieved the best performance by capturing higher-level feature interactions, which is realized in this paper.
CNN [37] : Liu et al. vectorized each post of events by a self-trained doc2vec model to construct an event maxtrix for each event, then constructed a CNN model based on the these event matrices to detect rumors on Sina Weibo.
CallAtRumors [19] : Chen et al. presented a deep attention based RNN model to learn hidden representations of postsequal-length time series for detecting rumor events. Following the settings in their work, we also choose this method as baseline in this paper.
We implement SVM models using LibSVM and RNN models with Keras . We split the events with a ratio of 3:1 for training and test respectively. Besides, Accuracy (Acc.), Precision (P), Recall (R) and F-Measure (F) are selected as evaluation metrics. N is empirically set to 50, which is same with [17] . Table 11 shows the performance of all the systems. Among these methods, the performance of DT-Rank is the most unsatisfactory model compared to others. The DT-Rank method identifies rumor events with a set of regular expressions, which is contained only by 1.63% Sina Weibo posts in our dataset. That is why the results of DTRank are not satisfactory. LK-RBF and SVM-TS achieve better results with more features extracted from microblog posts, indicating the ability of feature engineering to help classifiers detect rumors better. Especially, compared with the DT-Rank model, the accuracy of the SVM-TS model is increased by 14.8% and the F-measure is increased by 13.6%-16.1%. Part of this is due to the good generalization ability of SVM model itself. The most important is that the SVM-TS model takes the features variable over time into consideration. Similarly, the SVM DTS com model propose a new dynamic time series algorithm based on the distribution of rumor events on the time dimension and transforms the previous used features to a new set of event features with time character. Thus, the model has a significant improvement in accuracy (3.6%), precious (3.6%-3.8%), recall (3.4%-4.0%) and F1 (3.5%-3.8%) relative to the SVM-TS model. This also illustrates the importance of time volatility for rumor events detection, which is in line with conclusions of previous research. Furthermore, according to the communication theory of rumor events in sociology, the authors extended the SVM DTS com model to a new novel model, named SVM DTS all , by adding three new features. And the new model has an increase of about 1.6% on all evaluation indicators, which further validates that reasonable new features are valid for rumor events detection.
For the four DNN-based methods, the GRU-2 mode is the first unsupervised model to adopt deep recurrent neural networks to detect rumor events. That is, without any artificial feature engineering, GRU-2 surpassed all the traditional ML-based methods at that time, and the detection accuracy is in balance with the current better SVM DTS all model (0.833 vs. 0.849). Compared with the GRU-2 model, the CNN model improves the detection accuracy of rumors with about 1.1%. The main reason is that: on the one hand, the authors use a self-trained doc2vec model to vectorize each event-related post to obtain deeper event representations. On the other hand, a multi-scale representation of an event in the time dimension is obtained by convolving the event content by a plurality of convolution kernels with different sizes. It also proves that a more reasonable division of events in the time dimension is conducive to automatic rumors detection, which is one of the investigative targets of this paper. Compared with the GRU-2 and CNN models, CallAtRumors achieves the best results with accuracy to 86.6% chiefly because the authors delve soft-attention into the recurrence to find which of these posts of an event are more important to detection task. On the Sina Weibo dataset, SD-DTS-GRU outperforms competitors by achieving the accuracy, precision, recall and F-measure of 0.952, 0.963 (R), 0.940 (R) and 0.952 respectively. In a word, the effectiveness validation proves the reasonable time series method can retain the distribution characteristic of rumor and non-rumor events and the event sentiments can enhance the performance of detecting rumor events.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
Most existing works introduce the RNN or CNN based models for rumor events detection. However, these methods do not consider the aggregation degree of events in the time dimension when construct the inputs of the deep neural networks. And they also ignore the human emotional reactions to events, especially the fine-grained event sentiments, such Happiness, Anger, Sadness, etc. In this research, we construct a Sentiment Dictionary (SD) including a Sentiment Word Dictionary (SWD) and a Sentiment Emoticon Dictionary (SED) to capture the fine-grained human emotional reactions to different events. Besides, a fuzzy clustering algorithm based Dynamic Time Series (DTS) method is adopted to retain the distribution information of social events over time. At last, a two-layer GRU model based on the SD and DTS, shorted as SD-DTS-GRU, is proposed in this paper to detect rumor events from Chinese microblogs. The experimental results on real Sina Weibo dataset shown that our method outperforms eight baseline rumor events detection algorithms.
For further improvement, we will try to understand the propagation pattern of events to find a better time series division method for rumor events detection. Besides, this paper only focuses on rumor events detection at an aggregated level. In fact, it is possible to have the same event containing rumor and non-rumor posts. Thus, we will explore whether an entire event is a rumor or not by considering the authenticity of every single post in the future. Specifically, the authenticity of every single post can be judged at two levels: the credibility of the post's publisher (content-level) and the credibility of the users associated with the post's publisher (structure-level). In addition, we can also develop unsupervised approaches because of the massive unlabeled data from social media.
APPENDIX
The experimental results of the ten experiments of threshold θ are shown in Fig. 10-19 . It can be seen from the figures that the count of extended sentiment words falls with an increase in similarity. Especially, the number of extended sentiment words obtained by both our extension algorithm and word2vec algorithm falls dramatically when θ is equal to 0.5. However, there are some exceptions. For examples, in Fig. 10 , the number of extended sentiment words of '' /Like'' category obtained by the word2vec algorithm falls more than θ = 0.5 (6266.4 → 1981.6) when θ is 0.6 (2981.6 → 628.8). Analogously, the category of '' /Fear'' in Fig. 15 , the number of extended sentiment words obtained by our algorithm falls more dramatically when the threshold is 0.6 (0.5: 1574.4 → 934.1, 0.6: 934.1 → 177.1). Similar situations exist in all ten experiments. But overall, from the ten results and the trend lines, 0.5 is the optimal threshold for word similarity in this paper.
Besides, the complete seed words of the ten experiments are accessible in our google drive. 9 ZHIHONG WANG was born in Jiangsu, China, in 1990. He received the M.S. degree in computer science and engineering from the East China University of Science and Technology, Shanghai, China, where he is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in computer science and technology. His research interests include text mining, machine learning, and big data analysis. 
